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or Tambourines

1HE SELECTION, CARE AND FEEDING OF TAMBOURINES

Acoustical research plus practical experience have shown that plastic and cheap metal do not produce
the same musical results as parchment, wood and brass.[1] This may create some economic problems,
but once one realizes what superb sounds are made by tambourines with handmade brass zils and natural
heads (which on hand drums in particular have the added advantage of not making your hands sore by
their rigidity), it seems worth the expense.
Gust program your answering machine to tell irate creditors that you are away for awhile in some
interesting place like Katmandu. What would you be doing in Katmandu? You can run all the plastic
drumheads in town through a trash compactor, take them to the edge of a Himalayan precipice and drop
them off, being very careful not to hit a yeti in the process.)
A general principle about skin heads is that they respond to heat, cold and humidity. To fight humidity,
I prefer a small high intensity lamp-and always carry a spare bulb! Heating pads can be very fast but
they rapidly damage natural heads. If you are forced to use one, do not set the indicator any higher than
absolutely necessary. If it is too hot or dry, a plant mister filled with water is good, but be absolutely sure
to get the entire head-including the collar around the edge-the same degree of dampness or the head
will be in serious danger of splitting. Experiment with these things offstage so you will not panic during
a performance.

DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES ATIBMPf TO EXPERIMENT WITH CHARCOAL HEATING DEVICES LIKE A IIlBACHI INDOORS. ALTIIOUGH THERE ARE
RECORDS OF TIIESE BEING USED IN TIIE MIDDLE EAST, WITHOUT ADEQUATE
VENTILATION TIIEY ARE TOO DANGEROUS BECAUSE OFTIIE CARBON MONOXIDE
EMfITED BY BURNING CHARCOAL.
The best middle eastern tambourines have fairly heavy brass zils with good radial spin and vertical
movement on their pins but which do not flop randomly. Heads should be of uniform thickness and
tightly tucked. The best head sounds are found on middle eastern tambourines which have a narrow
bevel inside the shell on the rim nearest the head.
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Most modem tambourines have many more zil sets than the traditional middle eastern type, but these
should work well mechanically, and the head should be of good quality natural skin with tight installation.
One can find tambourines with bronze zils from reputable dealers. Good modem tambourines are
acceptable for mid-to-late eighteenth century music. It was probably during this period that tension rods
came into use. Remember that rods, although they facilitate tuning, will add to the weight of the
instrument so that you must work harder for a good shake roll.
A rod-tuned instrument should be de-tensioned after each playing, but not so much that the head is totally
slack. The point of de-tensioning is to protect the head from splitting if the temperature andjor humidity
drop suddenly. Tensioning should be done so that it is uniform around the head. A carefully tensioned
tambourine will actually produce a soft musical chord which you can hear if you listen closely.
A tambourine with a natural head, which will give much better sound than vinyl, needs a little tender
loving care. Dirt, oil or grease and ultraviolet light will all shorten the life of the head. This means handling
it with clean hands-preferably bare hands with short nails. Hand jewelry can cause both head damage
and unwanted noises while playing.
Brass zils may need occasional polishing with Brasso. When this is needed you can protect the head and
frame by masking it off with tape andjor paper or plastic wrap.
When you buy your new Egyptian tambourine, you can keep the wood and mother-of-pearl inlay work
from falling off the shell bit by bit, thus ruining its beautiful and exotic look (and leaving rough spots which
can make your hands sore when holding it!) by coating the whole shell with a light layer of clear urethane
varnish before you play. Remember to a mask off the head with paper and tape.
Never leave your tambourine in the sun; protect it as much as possible from extreme temperatures. In
very damp weather you may need to use a heat source, but use it carefully! Robin Anders points out
a good method for making sure that your heat tensioning system does not ruin the head: Always keep
your hand between the heat source and the head. If your hand is uncomfortable, the head will be also!
If very dry weather makes your tambourine sound tinny, you may spray it lightly with a plant mister or
gently wipe the entire head, including the collar around the rim, with a soft slightly damp cloth. Aim
for uniform dampening to avoid strain leading to head breakage.
If the head should get dirty, wipe it very carefully using a piece of damp terrycloth, which is abrasive
enough to scrub off impurities but soft enough to avoid damage.

When not in use keep your tambourine in a case or bag. Surplus and discount stores can be excellent
bag suppliers. If you use a soft cloth bag, it will do a better protection job if you line it with stiff cardboard
with some foam glued to it for padding. (Learn a little Turkish lullaby to sing as you tuck it in.)

1. Howard C. Hardy and James E. Ancell, "Comparison of the Acoustical Performance of Calfskin and
Plastic Drumheads," THE JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, 33:10 (Oct,
1961), 1391-1395;Jack Butcher, "Calf Skin Heads and Bass Drums, PERCUSSIVE NOTES, 30:5 Uune,
1992), 55-57.
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and the heel of the hand strikes near the rim (small rectangle) to provide the metallic notes (called
"adding" in modem Polish folk bands).[2] The entire stick hand moves to and fro in a rocking motion.
Poland being a principal East-West crossroads for centuries, it is not surprising, according to Sachs, that
this part of the world should produce composite techniques.[3]

2a

2b

Refer back to musical example 1. When trying this in eastern-Slavonic style, the lower notes are head
notes played with the tip of the stick and the upper ones are played on the lower edge with the heel of
the hand.
Brazilian tamborim players vary the sound of this small single-headed drum by pressing the bottom of
the head with the middle finger of the gripping hand while a light stick plays rhythms on the head surface.
NOTE GROUPS CREATED BY POSIDON CHANGES OF THE INSTRUMENT. These are done
by bracing the left hand, which holds the tambourine at about a 45 degree angle, against the left side of
the waist. The head is struck with fingers or knuckle, then quickly raised and lowered (illus. 3a), creating
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Example 2a

a three-note group which can be finished off with another knuckle beat. This is good for fast, loud triplets.
(See example 2a.)
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Four-note groups can be created by varying the above slightly. Start and proceed as usual but add a
second knuckle beat after the aerial up-and-down movement, finishing the group with a fourth note and
starting the next set if you wish. (ex. 2b)
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Example 2b
Positi~n change note groups are often seen in pandeiro style. The tambourine is held diagonally, head
up, and rotated right and left (illus. 3b). Position changes can be used to create rhythms like those shown
below (ex. 2c-d).[4]
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Duplet groups are often done in gospel and rock music by simply bouncing a tambourine or jingle ring
back and forth against a hand or knee. Similar techniques are also used by symphony players. For kneeknuckle beat patterns one should be seated or have one foot on a chair to provide a stable knee. The
tambourine should be held level, head down, a very short distance over the knee, about two inches.
Alternate hitting the rim with the fist and striking it on the knee.

If you have the tambourine the proper distance over the knee, it should be fairly simple to play once
the rhythm is established. Practice some duplet and quadruplet sixteenth note groups this way. Triplets
can also be played by using a hand-knee-hand pattern.
ROLLS. The most familiar roll is made simply by shaking the instrument in the air. The force, speed
and size of the movements determines volume. Long rolls are easiest done with the strongest hand. Hold
the instrument from the side rather than having the hand underneath it or hanging down from it. An
above or below position forces the player to fight against gravity and the instrument's weight.
Until you develop equal hand facility and strength you may want to do some hand-switching exercises

II
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so that you can do .long rolls with your strong hand, at least in public performances. But if you do, by
all means continue to work on your weaker hand. Even if you never get its strength and flexibility to the
level you want, regular trying will improve your technique and coordination. (See the chapter titled
"Trouble with Lefty" andfor consult the Deane article in the bibliography.)
Thumb rolls are made near the rim. Modem percussionists do thumb rolls by making the hand into a
fist with the thumb at right angles to the head exactly as if you were thumbing a ride and moving the thumb
in a circular pattern which follows the curve of the rim (illus. 4). Begin at the bottom as shown. The exact
length of the thumb path depends on the note length and tempo.
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The most natural way to stop a thumb roll is simply bringing the heel of the hand to rest on the head when
you wish to stop the roll. One or more fingers or even the entire hand can also be against the head at
the place where the thumb stops moving. The sharpest articulation will be provided by a knuckle beat;
this should usually be employed when the score specifies an accent (unless the dynamic marking is very
soft). Experiment with various stopping methods and observe their sounds. (See illus. lb-g.)
Finger rolls sound more delicate than thumb rolls and are suitable for low dynamic levels and relatively
thin orchestral textures. An early music analogy would be when accompanying a solo lute, guitar or viol.
When you do a finger roll with any finger, bring the thumb underneath and position it frrmly but gently
on the bottom of the rolling finger, pressing up slightly against the middle joint. This added support will
help create a better roll.[4]

Finger or thumb rolls are normally short because the arm, if it naturally followsthe path of the thumb
around the tambourine rim, will wind up almost head high and the elbow joint does not allow a reversal.
Try example 3 in various tempos, then invent an example of your own in 4/4 time.
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A fairly long finger roll can be played by holding the tambourine vertically and alternately striking the
bottom edge with index and middle (or index and ring) fingers, whichever is most comfortable. With
this method the hand should be slightly rocked back and forth like a small windshield wiper.[5] (See
illus. 8 in the next chapter.)
Moving the thumb in a curving, elongated figure-eight following the rim is also mentioned in an early
nineteenth-century source. [6]This can be very difficult to play with a uniform sound because the natural
tendency is for the quality to change when the entire arm, bent at the elbow, must tum at the top of the
eight's curve and retrace itself to cross the original line. Sometimes this effect can be exploited for
rhythmic pulsations if the piece being played is the right tempo. The best method of working on a uniform
sound for the figure eight roll is to try to maintain exactly the same amount of thumb pressure at all times.
This is easier said than done, but it is fun and challenging to work on.
Let us move through the process step-by-step. Look at illustration 5.
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At (1) the thumb begins low on the head about 1.5 - 2 inches from the rim and moves gradually toward
the rim. When this begins, the elbow is held akimbo at its natural height. At (2) the thumb is within 1/
2 inch or so from the rim; the elbow and forearm are parallel to the ground and slowly rising. At (3) the
elbow will be almost the height of your ear; at this point the thumb reverses direction with the nail pointing
back toward the player and begins its backward path.
At the reversal point, it should once again be 1.5 - 2 inches from the rim. At (4) it will have moved back
to within about 1/2 inch of the rim, starting to form the waist of the figure 8, and the elbow will have
dropped about halfway to its normal position. It follows the rim back almost to the starting place (5), and
at this point the elbow, now at its normal level, swings slightly inward, at the side of the player's abdomen,
and the thumb reverses to its original position with the nail pointing away from the player.
It may look confusing, but you '11probably find, once you've experimented with it in a leisurely way,
that it plays easier than it looks. It is also very showy and leaves audiences gasping with awe.
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Savvy players frequently assist the thumb andf or finger roll process in various ways. One is by shellacking
the tambourine head and, while the shellac is still damp, rubbing two pieces of sandpaper together
directly over the head so that a fine sand coating results when the shellac dries. The shellacking and
sanding procedure is not strictly necessary if the skin of the head is naturally very coarse and tightly
stretched.

This provides the friction needed for a thumb roll more reliably than another method often used-licking
the thumb before starting the roll. The lick method can be very dangerous because when the thumb dries
the player is left with insufficient friction during long passages using many short rolls. Another trick is
the application of adhesive-backed anti-skid tape or emery paper to the tambourine head.
Some people rub resin of the kind used by string players or beeswax on the head. Yet another method
involves the use of a rubber thumb tip which office workers use to prevent paper cuts. One of these on
the thumb can be very helpful. Remember that rubber deteriorates rapidly so buy a couple of spares.
The best way to keep yours from splitting at a bad time is to keep them stored in a self-sealing bag with
a little talc or cornstarch. ALWAYS WASH 1HE ONE YOU' RE ABOUT TO USE THOROUGHLY!
The talc, so good for preventing deterioration, will make it difficult to get the friction you need for a roll.
Of all the head preparation methods, the sand and shellac type is probably the worst for one's thumb
although it does provide good friction.
ARTICULATED NOTES. These are usually done with the fingers of one hand near the edge, sometimes
with the tambourine diagonal, or flat for maximum articulation. Another way seen in a film of a concert
in Cairo produces maximum precision in soft passages. In this method the tambourine is placed on the
lap across the knees (a few inches apart to leave resonating space), and played with both hands. Bunching
the three central fingers of both hands together will produce loud, fairly coarse sounds; playing with one
finger, usually the forefingers, of each hand on the rim gives a far more delicate effect. Try resting the
tambourine on your knees for less ring and experiment with the finger combinations shown in illustration
1.
The tambourine can also be placed head down if you want the zil sound to predominate. Try out musical
examples 1 and 2 with this new position.
WILD AND WOOLLY STUFF. Yes, you can hit the tambourine on the knee, thigh, free hand, or even
your head if it has no sharp points. You can also hold it one hand on each side and give it a slight toss
with a forward flip. This will make it rotate in the air, but be sure your hands are underneath to catch
it!

There is ample historical precedent for all this off-the-wallstechnique. But it is good mainly for loud,
frantic bacchanalian sound orgies rather than precision, so keep it in places where it is fitting.
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HOW TO REPAIR MUSIC

1RY TO REMEMBER WHY YOU'RE DOING MUSIC. It's for enjoyment-yours
and
everyone's. It wasn't invented to make the people who do itlook awesome. Technique grows with good
basic habits and steady practice, not with constant worrying.
REGULARITY IS MORE BENEFICIAL THAN SHEER LENGTII OF TIME. This is especially
true when you' re learning a new instrument. Short frequent periods will both reinforce new learning
and help you avoid fatigue. Until you are an experienced player, it is best not to practice more than ten
minutes at one time. You will make good progress with several 5-10 minute sessions per day; attempting
longer periods too early will probably make your muscles so sore that you will become discouraged and
not enjoy practicing.
NEVER SACRIFICE EVENNESS AND CLARITY OF SOUND FOR SPEED IN YOUR PRACTICING! This results in sloppy technique and creates problems further on. Aim for good sounds at slowto-moderate tempos; speed will develop naturally as you get more facility with your hands.
DO YOU HA VE TIME TO PLAY ALONG WITH GOOD RECORDINGS? If you don't rehearse
at least weekly with a live group, it's indispensable. Besides, it's fun!
CANYOU EXPAND YOUR PRACTICE TIME WITH TIIE PIGGYBACK PRINCIPLE? This
works beautifully with small instruments like bones, castanets, finger cymbals and small wind instruments
like ocarina, soprano recorder, Irish tin whistle, etc. These fit neatly into briefcase and backpack nooks
and crannies, and you can take them anywhere. You can also practice one-handed tabor drum with the
eraser end of a pencil with no one the wiser. What's really fun is to play finger cymbals under your desk,
driving the rest of the room's occupants berserk looking for the invisible belly dancer.
IF YOU HA VE 1ROUBLE GETTING A PASSAGE UP TO SPEED .... You may not be ready
yet. Pick comfortable tempos until the music feels natural at that speed. When you arrive at a point when
you are almost with the metronome, or can follow it most of the time but grow tired too soon, experiment
by trying to beat the metronome! This trick often works; you may find you can play up to speed after

Lights on the Dashboard

all!
AND IF SPEED SIMPLY WON'T COME? Maybe you 're subconsciously getting in the way. You
may find one of the worst things you can do is keep trying to stuff X notes into Y metronome beats. You
may keep getting more tense rather than faster! Remember, light objects like sticks, bones, zils,castanets,
etc. enjoy bouncing. Try mentally getting out of your own hands' way and simply allowing things to
happen. You might even find that the real problem is stopping them! Even better, quit worrying about
it! No matter what 1V commercials may tell you, more, bigger, and faster are NOT necessarily better!
Concentrate on musical craftsmanship and let speed worry about itself!
HAVING A BAD DAY? ONE SUCCESS IS MADE OF A HUNDRED FAILURES! Hmm. That's
really profound. Sounds like something Confucius -or maybe Confucius' mother-might have said!
During all the times something sounds or feels wrong, your mind and muscles are learning at a
subconscious level. As you screw up, keep listening and trying. Why does it sound bad? Why does
it feel wrong?
If you keep your consciousness focused, analyzing both your thoughts and physical sensations as you
play, you will begin to make subtle, automatic corrections that will slowly get you onto the right path.

One very useful technique is comparing successful with unsuccessful executions of a passage. What were
you doing differently? What were you thinking differently? Watch both your hands and your mind. Are
you either physically or mentally tense? Especially important Were you concentrating on fear of screwing
up instead of on the things you need to do to succeed?
WHAT IF YOU KEEP MESSING UP BUT CANNOT FIGURE OUT WHAT THE PROBLEM IS?
This is really a self-answering question. The source of the mess is the fact that you have not defined the
problem! Quit sweating and straining for awhile and just think. If you can say to yourself, "This particular
thing is difficult for me because ... " and be able to state a clear-cut reason which makes sense to you,
you are better than halfway to solving the problem. Try it. Once you have discovered the reason you
will be able to figure out how to correct the problem.
WHAT IF YOU'VE TRIED A LONG TIME BUT SIMPLY CAN'T DO SOMETHING?
Sometimes this happens when the basic method for doing it needs adjusting for your particular hands,
arms, wrists. Every human hand is distinctive, and a hand or finger position may need modification
because your fingers are longer/shorterjthinner;heavier or your hands widerjnarrowerjbigger/smaller
than the instructor's. A good method is usually good for a lot of people, but don't force yourself into
physical misery or mental discouragement just because you don't fit it exactly. Experiment until it feels
right.
WHEN IN TROUBLE, REMEMBER TABOUROT'S LAW. This is a little-known but basic law of
learning which will become very useful when you get hopelessly stuck on something and are absolutely
convinced you will never, NEVER learn to do it! Whether you believe it right now is irrelevant. You
will! It works something like this.
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One very bad day you will throw up your hands, and as the tambourine hits the chandelier you' 11scream,
"I'm never going to be able to do this!" In a few minutes-or maybe by the next morning-you' 11probably
calm down and say to yourself, "Well, I think I' 11play around with it a little longer." So you' 11keep fooling
with whatever-it-was in a casual, laid-back way, and all of a sudden, one day you' re doing it without really
trying. In brief, Tabourot' s Law states that success always comes after you start screaming but before
you actually give up!
ARE YOU SUPPOSED TO BE WORKING HARD AT MUSIC OR HA YING FUN? Whoever first
asked this question confused a lot of people! Working hard doesn't mean being grim. Having fun
doesn't mean being sloppy. Joy and excellence are inseparable. Music is not fun if it sounds so bad
that you hate listening to yourself. Music is not excellent if it lacks joy, verve, emotional intensity. Silly
question!
Good luck! Enjoy making music!

A Basic Practice P\an
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A BASIC PRACTICE PLAN

The following ideas, exercises and routines are only suggestions. You may wish to modify them according
to your circumstances. For example if you are unfamiliar with Arabic style but want to learn it, you may
wish to spend most of your time with that. If you are left-handed you may wish to concentrate on
developing right hand strength. Also, whatever music you may be working on should influence your
practice plan.
Trouble with Lefty
The secondary hand, usually the left, is generally used for holding the tambourine, shake rolls and certain
pandeiro and tamborim movements. Manipulating the instrument with the secondary hand can cause
problems because it tends to be weak.
Christopher Deane recently published a very useful set of exercises which he devised to help
tambourinists with this problem.[1] He has generously furnished permission to reprint these exercises.
Deane accurately points out that "The goal of any musical exercise is to develop comfort and ease when
performing any given passage. Comfort with an instrument or a technique creates a sense of confidence
in performance." The reader will realize the truth of this upon finding that, when he/she gets a given
musical procedure truly solidified, it is possible to forget about how one's hands are behaving and simply
concentrate on the music.
Look at musical example 8. Hold the tambourine in normal vertical playing position, elbow bent. Play
the group of four sixteenth notes by tilting the tambourine to the right on notes 1 and 3 and the left on
notes 2 and 4. Swivel the hand from left to right in a short arc. It should describe an aerial pattern much
like a windshield wiper. Gradually work up to 100 repetitions (illustration 16a).
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Next, repeat the musical example, but instead of the swiveling motion move the wrist right on notes 1
and 3 and left on 2 and 4. You will be moving the tambourine horizontally in a plane parallel to the floor.
Work up to 50 repetitions (illustration 16b).
Finally, try the previous method using forearm motion rather than wrist.
Look at musical example 9. Hold the tambourine parallel to the floor. Play the thirty-second notes by
raising the tambourine slightly, the dotted sixteenths by lowering it. Repeat 50 times.

Example 9
Get in correct position for the swiveling motion. Play example 10 using windshield wiper motions. Wark
up to 10 repetitions.
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Example 10
For musical example 11, play the thirty-second note groups with the swiveling motion and the
sixteenths right to left in a horizontal plane.
M.M . .J=so
Play IOx's

11:
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Example 11

Deane includes three roll improvement exercises.
Play musical example 12 two ways: First with the swivel, holding for 15 seconds and resting for 15.
Second by holding the tambourine parallel to the floor the way you did for example 9, rolling for 10
seconds and resting for 10. Play three times each way.
t":'.
Play 3-15 sec.
repetitions
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Example 12
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ABOUT 1HE MUSICAL EXAMPLES
The music provided as practice material and examples includes six dances: The "Echo Dance of the
Furies" and "Triumphing Dance" from Henry Purcell's Dido and Aeneas (after the Norton critical
edition); an excerpt from a set of German and Polish dances by Christoph Demantius (1567-1643) after
the London Pro Musica edition; a courante by Michael Praetorius (1571-1621); a ronde byTielman Susato
(died c. 1561) after the Schott edition edited by F.J. Giesbert; and a fourteenth century Italian saltarello
after Davison and Apel' s Historical Anthology of Music, I. The saltarello is especially designed for the
tone contrasts of the Arabic tambourine.
None were originally written with tambourine parts. The written parts constitute the author's idea of what
would have been appropriate for that particular piece at the period the works were written. Next week
the author may have some different ideas. There are in fact many Politically Correct Tambourine Parts
possible for early music.
You should come up with new musical material also, and to this end a section on improvisation is included
to help you get started on your own. Personally, I prefer not to begin improvising until I have listened
to a piece at least once or had time to examine the score because, whatever one is playing, the percussion
part should be musically fitting. Finding out what this is involves getting a feel for the music.
You do not have to be constantly creative. There are times when a simple unvarying pattern is
appropriate. For example, a very short piece in a fast tempo may sound chaotic if extra material is
introduced.
But do not be hoodwinked by the Simpleminded School of early percussion performance practice, which
holds that "authenticity" requires repetitious clinking and thumping whatever the context. Not only is
there no real evidence for this view, but music itself does not consist of the same material endlessly
repeated. Therefore why should the percussion part? Like the other instrumental parts, it should reflect
and enhance what is happening musically.
In the following examples regular noteheads on the third space are head notes and are also used for shake
rolls. Those on the fourth space are rim notes. Notes with x-heads on the fourth space are played on
the zils. Tied rolls are assumed to finish on the note which ends the tie.
There is an increasingly used convention in tambourine notation that "tr" over a note indicates a thumb
or finger roll while a slashed note stem indicates a shake roll. This system is used in the musical examples.
Commonsense dictates thumb or finger rolls for short notes and shake rolls for longer ones. But do
not force yourself to use something which you are unable to do yet. Allow your technique to develop
at its own pace.
Be aware that there is a huge amount of older tambourine music which does not use these notation
conventions. When you encounter this kind of music your musical judgment should be your guide. How
are other instruments playing the rhythm? How are they articulating the phrase? Does the conductor
have a preference? Listening to good recordings will help your musical instincts develop!
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